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I INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of democracy in 1994, the South African government
has keenly supported the human-rights cause both nationally and interna-

tionally. South African lawyers, too, have played a prominent role in the
internalional criminal tribunals created to try allegations of grave humanrights violations. I At the national level, the courts have over the past
decade given concrete meaning to the fair-trial principle. Yet. for all (he

enlightened accomplishments in (he area of criminal justice, (he practice
of torture, cruel or inhuman treatment or punishmem reminds us that the

constitutional command that the State protect and respect the dignity and
inviolabili(y of the person is violaled repearedly.

This article examines South Africa's legal obligation to put an end to
torture. It does so under five headings. Pan One studies (he meaning of
torture under the United Na[ions Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (hereafter: the
Convemion). Part Two examines South Africa's international-law obligations under the Convention. Pan Three describes the underlying idea, the
aim and the mechanics of the Optional Protocol to the Convention (here~

after: the Protocol) Part Four looks at the workings of the European
Committee for the Prevention or Torture and Inhuman or Degrading

J

Richard Goldstone, a South Afncan Cons(iturjon(ll Court judge (IS he W(lS (lien), W(lS the
first prosecutor (I ()g3···1996) of Ihe International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (hereafter. lCTY) [UN SC Res 827 (1993)] Navanethem Pillay. [hen (I practising
Durban anorney. was appointed as judge to [hc Inrern(l[ionCiI Crirnin(ll Tribunal for
RW(lnda (herc{lftcr. lCTR) tUN Res 955 (1994)J. She is now a judge of [he International
CflminCiI Court. Borlgani Majola. a human-rights lawyer, IS presently Chief of Administrarion and Budget Onicer of Ihe lelY - {eTR Newsleller M{lrch 2005 {It 5. Other African
judges SlUing on [he Internarional Cnminal Coun are Akua Kuenyehia (Ghana) and FaroulTl(l[a Dembclc Diarr{l (M{lli)
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Treatment or Punishment (hereafter: ECPT). Part Five discusses the
calions of the Protocol for South Africa upon ratification.

impli~

2 PART ONE: THE MEANING OF TORTURE UNDER THE
CONVENTION
The Convention was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in
1984. It came mto force in June 1987 and South Africa ratified it in 1998.
The Convention aims to reinforce the prohibition against torture by requir~
ing states to assert jurisdiction over acts of torture under international
law.' It obliges states not to expel or repatriate people to a country where
they are in danger of being tortured; to prosecute or extradite perpetrators
of acts of tonure; to review systematically rules and methods of interrogating suspects; to investigate allegations of torture impartially; and not to
allow as evidence statements made under torture.

The Convention defines 'torture' as
any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes of obtaining from him or a third

person information or a confession, punishing him for an aCl he or a third person has committed or is suspecced of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any
kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with
the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person accing in an
official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising from, inherent in
or incidenlal co lawful sanctions. >
The five core elements of the definition are that the conduct must: (a) intentionally harrn the victim, (0) cause severe physical or mental suffering;
(c) be specifically purposeful; (d) be perpetrated by a publiC official or by
someone acting In a public capacity; and (e) not include lawfully sanctioned pain or suffering.
Briefly, as to the core elements of the definition under the Convention:

4

Since the mens rea requiremem is intention, il follows, therefore, lhal
negligence in observing the legal rules of, say, interrogation, detention, or
imprisonment will not amount to a violation of Article I." To be regarded
as torture, the conduct must result in 'severe pain and suffering'. This
means that where there is no severe suffering there is no torture. The
question is whether the threat of inflicting pain is also proscribed by the
definition. One point of view here is that the lhreat or torture by the state
official is sutlic[ent to constitute a breach of the definition as contained in
the Convention This is grounded in the principle that one may not
threaten to do what one is forbidden from doing.' On the other hand.
2 See Burgers J and Danelius H Hand/JOOR un lht' Comwnf/on againsr TOrf!1re and other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading frnllmenl or }-'unlshmenl (1988) J
3 An 1 of the Convention Uniled Nillions TreUly Series (LINTS) [ 13- I 14
4 As compared fO (he definition of runure under An 7(2)(e) or the Rome Statute or the
International Criminal Co un
5 De -I han C and Shofls E In(ernillwna/ cnminal law and hllmlln righI,'; (2003) [87
6 Argument ot Sduerbdllm J, cited by Herzberg R 'Fol[er und Menschenwurde' (2005) 60
(7) juristenzeUlln!f 32 I at 325.
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Herzberg argues that the Convention mentions only 'infliction', not 'infliction or threat of infliction', and that lawyers should not ignore the definition limits by 'throwing everything into one pot'. f He contends that the
omission of 'threat' in the definition was deliberately intended to place a
blanket ban on issuing the threat of tOrture without exception, even in
such caSes where a threat of torture might move the accused to reveal
information which could result in the saving of lives.~

2.1 International case-law
Given the fact that the requirement of 'severe pain and suffering' is part of
the definition of torture under both the Convention (human-rights law)
and the Rome Statute (international criminal law),q the jurisprudence of
the international criminal tribunals on the interpretation of this phrase is
instructive.
International case-law, however, does not prescribe the absolute degree
of pain required for conduct to constitute torture. In the CelebiCi case. the
Appeal Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (hereat'ter: ICTY) held that the grey area occasioned by the
absence of a precise cut-off degree of suffering should not be regarded as
'an invitation to create an exhaustive list of acts constituting torture, in
order to neatly categorise the prohibition'. 10 In its Kvocka judgment, the
Trial Chamber of the ICTY staled [hat. beyond considering the objective
severity of the harm inflicted, one has to evaluate the subjective factors
such as the physical and mental effect of the conduct on the victim and,
in some cases, also the victim's age, gender, or health in determining the
gravity of harm. II
The Convention obliges state parties to criminalise under national law
all acts of torture and to punish offenders appropriately." The definition of

7 Herzherg (fn 6 above) dt 128
8 Ibid 326. Wilhin rhe German debare on lilt: issue or whether (he thredl 01 lnllicting
Lorture conlravenes lhe definition of torture under (he Convention. wrJ(ers such as
Liiderssen and Roxin hold the view lhClI Ihe righl 10 the protection of Irk dignily of Ihe
person is an absolute, basic right. It has no limita(!ons and is nOl subject 10 any siale
interference whi:llsnever. Therefore, even the weightiest grounds which speak for giving
priority (0 a colliding basic righl, such as someone else's righl to hi:IVe his or her life
safeguarded, would nOl justify lampering willl the dignity of the persoll (Herzberg roc
cit).
I)

An 7(2)(e).

10 F'rosecuwr v Delacic, Mucic, Velie and /.and case no IT-I)6-21- T of J 6 Novenlber 1l}l}8 par
469. Sec also the judgmenl of [he Appeal Chamber of the lei Y in Prosemtor v Kunarae,
Kovac and Vulkovlc of 12 June 2002 para J 49. In the United Stales, S 3(~) of the TorllJre
Victim Protection ACI ot" 1999 aUaches to the words 'severe menIal pain and suffering'
the rneanirlg of a 'prolonged menIal harm caused by or resulting t"rom' (a) (he intenlional mf1i((ion or lhrea( ot" severe physical pain or suffering, (b) [he use of mind-nllering
substances, (e) (he threal of imminenl dealh, or (d) ltle lhreal lhal ano(her individual
wi!l immincrtlly be subjected 10 (a), (h), or (e)
1 1 !-'mSf'CllWr v KVOCRu. Kos, Radle, Zigie and Prcac, case no ]T-9S-30/ I of 2 November 2002
par J 43
! 2 An 4( I) and 4(2). In Ihe United Kingdom, ror example. anybody tmmd guilty of Lorture
is punishable with lite impnsonrnent See S 134 or the Criminal Juslice Act 1988.
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mnure here is broad and not limited to torture perpetrated as part of a
large-scale or systematic pattern of crimes against humanity. It does not
limit torture to conduct during an armed conflict. However, this is not to
say that the Convention's definition of torture necessarily extends fully to

other areas of international law. )
The torturer need not be a public official, although the act must have

taken place with the consent or acquiescence of someone in an official
capacity.'4 Although the term 'official capacity' does not refer to members
of a private gang of criminals who torture their opponents to extract
information from them, it includes members of organisations intent on
exercising political control over territory, such as guerrilla groupS.15 In the

Celebic; case, [he Trial Chamber of [he ICTY held in a 1998 Judgment [hal
the word 'official' 'must be interpreted to include officials of non-state
parties to a conflict, in order for the prohibition [0 retain significance in
situations of internal conflicts or international conflicts involving non-state
entities' ,lh Claire de Than and Edwin Shorts submit thac. where a central
government loses control over the whole of its own territory, the meaning

of 'public official' would include persons belonging [0 fac[ional warring
groups if such persons hold [hemselves out to be [he de facto governing
power of that state or part thereof. 17

3 PART TWO: SOUTH AFRICA - LEGAL DEFICENCIE AND
OBLIGATIONS
Despite having ratified the Convention, SOUlh Africa has not incorporated
it into ndtional law. According to South African law, a (reaty does not
become part of domestic law until it is enacted into law by national legislation.'~ Sowh Africa, is therefore, not bound under the Convention to
prosecute and penalise the crime of torture. Although customary international law is part of South African law,") a South African court is unlikely
to regard itself as having jurisdiction to try the crime of torture in the absence of a national law expressly penalising the conduct. But South Africa
11 See, tor cX(lrnplc. ttll':' judgnlellt of Ihe Trial Chamber of [he ICTY In Prosecutor v
Kunamc. KOWJC and Vuk(JVlc, C(lSC no Il-96-21/(-T of 22 F"ebruiHY 2001 where the coun
found at par 482 Ihat 'the ddinition of ronure conl(lined in the Convention C(lnnot be
regarded (IS (lie detinirion ot torture under customary international law which is binding
reg(lrdks~ uf tlie context in which it is applied', Ttli" was confirrned by the ICTY Trial
Chamber in ProscclUor v Kvock(i, Kos. Radie, Zig/(: (Jml Pn:ac (fn ) I abuve) pars [18·-) 19,
14 Ibid
15 Hal tier Sand i\brams J Accollntabilify.f0r human rights atmeiries in inrernl1fionl1l/aw 2 ed
(2001) 1 19
16 Prosecutor v Ddacic, Mucic. DcNe and Land (see fn 10 abuve) pM 473
17 Sec (ttl 5 (lbovc) (It [88. The recent (~xamples they cite include the DernoCf<:ltic H.epubJic
or Congo. Rwanda, Sudan, Columbia, .l\fghanistJn and SOHialia. They contend rh(l[ 'ftlhe
f(lu that such groups tn(lY never aclli(:ve their ultimate goal of legirirnacy should not detract from their It:;gal obligd[iofl of Ilplloldirlg, everl ill lirnes of proLracred civil war or
oilier internal conflict, the rules of irHernarional crinlinal law' (loc eiO,
18 s 23 J (4) oj Act 2000 of 1991,
[9 5 232 or the Constitution ot [he Republic ot SouL!1 Mrica, Act 1Of:! ot' 1996 (lhe ConstillJ[1011).
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has a duty under customary international law to prohibit torture,~J which
is today generally accepted as having the status of a peremptory norm
from which no derogation is permitted (ius cogens) and recognised as an

obligation el:qa omnes, which means an 'obligation which a stale owes to
the international community as a whole and in the enforcement of which
all states have an interest,.21 Customary international law requires states
not only La prohibit toflure and other forms of ill-treatment but to prevent
the placing of persons in siLUations liable to result in tonure. 2~

Gerhard Werle, however, draws attention to the fact that, since the enactment of the Rome Statute, the IClY has distanced itself from the view
that the Convention's definition of torture should be interpreted to reflect
customary international law,n He compares the earlier judgments of the
international tribunals in Akayesu (1998),?4 CelebiCi (I 998),?5 and Furundiija (2000)," which took the view that the definition of torture in the
Convention reflects customary international law, with the judgment in
Kunarac (2002)," In the last case, the Appeal Chamber of the ICTY held
that the definition of torture under the Convention can only serve as an
interpretative aid and is meant to apply only in the context of that Convention 1b
South African criminal law does not define the crime of torture as an
independent crime. Cases of torture are dealt with under the common-law
crimes of assault or assault with intention to cause grievous bodily harm,
or as intimidation. The accused is prosecuted only alter the victim has laid
a charge and the complaint has been investigated, Under the Convention,
on the other hand, a state is obliged to investigate promptly and impartially wherever there is reasonable ground to believe that an act of torture
20
has been commitled in any terri(Qry under its jurisdiction. This is so
20 S 12( I )(e) of the Constitution guarantees everyone tile right '1\0[ to ue treated or
punished in il. cruel, inhun1<ln or degradmg way'. See also Filartiga v Pena-Iraia 630 F 2d
876 (2nd Cir 1980) wtlere tile United States Second Circuit Coun of Appei:lls, without
examining the requirement of usus in dC{(IiI, held the following at 882-884:
'This prohibilion has become part of customary Hlternational law. as eVidenced and
dcf"ined by rhe Universal Oedari:llion of Human Riglus ... which stares. ill plainest
of terms, "no one shall be subjected to torture" The Gcneral Assemhly has decreed
that the Charter precepts embodied in the Universal Declaralion "constilute basic
principles of international law" GA Res 2625 (XXV) (1970) ... These UN declarations are signifiCant because they specify with great precision the obligations or
member nations under the Charter'.
21 Dugard J In(emalwnal Jaw 2 ed (2000) 40.
22 De Than and Shons (fn 5 above) ! 94.
23 Werle G V61kerstrafrechf (2003) rn 169 at 694-695.
24 Prosecutor v Akayesu ICTR-96-4-T par 593.
25 Pro.w:culor v tJelaclc, Mucic, lJelic and Land (fn ! 0 above) par 459.
26 Il-95-17/1 App eh 21 July 2000
27 Prosecutor v Kunamc. Kovac and Vulkovk (fn J 3 above) par 4H2: and Prosecutor v
Kunarac, Kovac and Vlllovic (fn 10 above) par 147.
2H See Werle (fn 23 above) 691-695 tn 169. who also provides a fuller and carefully
dirferentiated comparison of the judicial shift in viewpoint from the period before 2002
and thereafter.
29 Art 12.
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regardless of whether or nOl a complaint has been made. Also, whereas
under South African law the crime of assault prescribes after 20 years,·ll)
the Convention does not limit the period within which the crime of torture
may be prosecuced. There are no exceptions. II
Indeed, to rely on other crimes to deal with what is in fact torture, de-

tracts from the gravity of the crime as a crime under international law . 32
Furthermore, under the Convention, jurisdiction is recognised on the
principles of territoriality, active and passive neutrality, and presence."
Each state is required to exercise its jurisdiction and enforce the prOVi-

sions of the Convention irrespective of whether the act of torture occurred
in any territory under its jurisdiction or whether it has obtained personal
jurisdiction over the alleged torturer. The justification is that 'since states
are unlikely to take effective measures against their own agents someone
else should be able (0 do so in order that torturers do not enjoy de facto
impunity,.34 The idea is to prevent torturers or so~called 'live dockets' from
seeking refuge in states that are party LO the Convention.

South Afncan courts WOUld. therefore. be permitted. though not compelled, to try the crime of torture under the principle of universal jurisdic~
tion. However, South Africa, like most states, will not prosecute a person
for an international crime unless the conduct has been criminalised under
municipallaw.''O

4 ILL-TREATMENT AND OTHER FORMS OF INHUMAN OR
DEGRADING TREATMENT
Whereas the Convention defines torture, it is less explicit about other
forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. It never~
the less obliges states to counteract cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment which does not amount to torture but is meted out at the
behest of a public authority.-'
In the European judicial system, the European Commission of Human
Rights and the European Court of Iluman Rights have. since the 1960s.
developed an increasingly refined and expansive jurisprudence which
distinguishes between torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or pun~
ishment in violation of Article 3 of the European Convention on Human
3U Exceptions are rTILmkr, IreaSOIi c()[lHtlil[cd when the coumry is at war, robbery Wilh
aggravating circumslances. kidndpping. child stl"aling, rdpe, genocide, crimes dgdinst
hurnarlily and war crimes, as COlIlClllplated in s 4 at" the Implementation or tile Rome
Statute ot" tile International Criminal Court Act. See s 18 of the Criminal Procedure Act
51 of Iqn as substituted by s 39 at Act 27 of 20U2 and dS arnem1ed by s 21(1) of Act
n ot" 20U2
3t (/ Anlncsry lnrernational .flla impunlty:justlce/or the victims oJ torture CWO I) 34
32 fbul33

33 Art 5
31 EVil.ns M 'ewing to grips Wilh wrture· (2002) 51 International & comparallve luw
quarterly 365 al 376.
35 Dugard ltn 2 I above} 141.
){J Art J 6, which dlso covers obligations under arts 10. J I. 12 and 13
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Rights. In her searching study of European case-Jaw on the issue of
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Debra Long states that
'the purposive element of the definition of torture. whilst still important,
has been marginalised in favour of a threshold based upon a sliding scale
of severity between acts'. J" More recent decisions of the European Court
of Human Rights point to the fact that even absence of the intention to
debase or humiliate a person does not conclusively rule out the possibility
of a finding in violation of Article 3 of [he Convemion.Y.J Thus, despite the
absence of any evidence to humiliate and debase, the Coun has found
that the omission by the authorities (0 improve poor and inappropriate
conditions of detention constituted 'a lack of respect' and was, therefore,
40
in violation of Article 3.
In extradition or expulsion cases, the European Court of Human Rights
has extended the protection of the person against ill-treatment to include
situations where the threat has emanated from private individuals in the
receiving state I' or where ill-treatment in the receiving state would be
knowingly caused by lack of medical care, which care had been rendered
by the returning state."
In view of the difficulties detainees have to prove a case of abuse beyond a reasonable doubt - because of a lack of supportive evidence.
denial of access to medical treatment, and a lack of an effective complaints procedure - the European Court has increasingly moved to the
pOSition where states are now obliged to conduct an effective investigation into all allegations of ill-treatment because:
The general legal prohibition of torture and inhuman and degrading treatment
amj punishment, despite irs fundamental importance, would be inetlective in
practice and it would be possible in some cases t'or agents of the State to abuse
the rights of those within cheir control with real impunicy.4~

The notion of an effective remedy, the European Court has found, 'entails ... a thorough and effective investigation'."" And the duty to investigate is owed not only to the victims but to the relatives as we11.4~
In deciding whether the effect of treatment or punishment is incompatible with Article 3. the European Court has held that. although It might
37 Sec. for eXdmple. 'The Greek Case' ([ 969) 12 Yearbook." European ConventIon on Human
Rights 186; Ireland v UK (197R) ECHR (Series A) No 25; Campbell (Jnd Cos(Jns v UK ([ 982)
ECHR (Series A) No 48; Tyrer v UK (1978) ECHR (Series A) No 26. For a comprdH:nsive
discussion or thc refincment of [hc definitions by European judicial bodies, see Long f)
Guide /0 jurisprudence on torture and Ill-rrea.tment Article J of the European Convention
for the Protection of Human R(qhts (2002).
38 Long (i"n 37 above) 12
39 V v UK (1999) ECHR (Series A) No 9
40 Price v UK judgment of [0 July (ciled by Long I"n 37 above) 17.
41 HLR v France (1997) 26 EHHR 29.
12 D v UK ([ 977) 21 EHRR No 421
41 Assenov v Bulgaria (j 998) EI IRR-I[ [ 199H par 102
44 Selmoun! v France (I (N9) QS EHRR [99Q·V pars 714 ·RO
15 Kurt v Turkey (199R) EHRR 199R-I[1 For a fuller discussion on Ihe special facwrs rhe
Coun has (aken inlo ilCCOllrH when considerirrg claims of relatives, see Long (fn 37
above) 30-11
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be difficult for a prisoner to prove how the conditions of detention led co
the suffering contemplated in Article 3, this is not necessarily the decisive
factor, (as to whether authorities fulfilled their obligation under Article 3),
such as in the treatment of mentally ill persons who may not be able or
capable of pointing to any specific ill effects'"
The South African Constitution guarantees everyone the right 'not to be
treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way'.47 The South
African Constitutional Court has on a few occasions dealt with this phrase
and the conceptual relationship between the descriptive terms. It found
the death penalty to be cruel, degrading and inhuman in the context of
the Constitution, having regard to customary international law and the
inherent arbitrariness and irrationality with which such penalty is im~
posed.oI8 The Court has also held that the state's permitting the removal of
a person to another country where he or she may face the death penalty
or punishment threatening human dignity, which punishment would
qualify as cruel and unusual in South Africa, would violate South Africa's
commitment 'not to be party to the imposition of cruel, inhuman or
degrading punishment',"
As regards corporal punishment, the Constitutional Court noted an in~
ternational trend denouncing court-sanctioned whipping as offensive to
society'S notions of decency and as invading the person's right to dignity.
In view of this and the arbitrariness accompanying the severity of the pain
inflicted, the Court found that authority legitimising violence is inconsis~
tent with the values underpinning the Constitution and, absent a showing
of a compelling interest justifying whipping or proof of the deterrent effect
of judicial whipping, juvenile whipping is cruel, inhuman and degrading.
This is so whether one looks at the concepts as seperate from each other,
or together, as a compact expression.~{'

South African cases have dealt essentially with the constitutionality of
the nature of the punishment and not with the conditions of detention.
However, the soaring incidence of HIVIAIDS in prison and the threat it
poses to both pre~trial detainees and sentenced prisoners is an issue the
judiciary will have to confront sooner or later. To be sure, added to this is
the systematic sub~cultural practices of physical abuse which are now
commonly regarded as inherent in or incidental to conditions of involuntary deprivation of freedom, such as coerced sodomy or being intimj~
dated, on the pain of death, into joining a criminal gang."

46
47
48
19

Keenan II UK CWO j) jUdgllltll1 uf 3 ApriL
S 12(ll(e)OIAct 10801"1996.
S v Mankwanyane Qnd Another 1995 (6) BeLl". 665 (CC)
A40hmned Ijnd Another v Prt'::;lclt'nt oj (he RSA Ijnd Other::; 2001 (7) BCLH 6H5

(en

at par

52
50 5; v Williams 1995 (3) SA 032 (ee). I'-or a gelleral discussion of the applicatIOn uf Ihe
propOrlion<llilY principle if! Ihe jlldicial interpretarion of s 12(1){e) of the Constitution.
see Clleadle II. Davis D and IlaysCJItl N ,'l'olifh Ajnclln con::;(i(u(ionullaw: 'Ihe Bill oj High(s
(2002) 1()2ff.

51
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5 PROGRESS IN SOUTH AFRICA: THE CRIMINALISATION OF
TORTURE BILL
In February 2002 the Association for the Prevention of Torture (APT) and
the African Commission on Human and People's Rights (ACHPR) ran a
workshop on preventing torture in Africa. The workshop. held in Cape
Town, resulted in the adoption of a set of guidelines and measures (Rob·
ben Island Guidelines).:" These aim to help states fulfil their international
obligation preventing torture and other forms of inhuman or degrading
treatment. Participants were drawn from various national and international associations.
At the Robben Island workshop, the then South African Minister of Jus·
tice and Constitutional Development, Dr Penuell Maduna. said that the
South African government was not yet ready to make the Convention part
of national law. He added. however. that 'we are getting closer to the
point where indeed the UN Convention is going to be part of our legislation and therefore we will deal with torture as [Qf[ure rather than call it by
any other name'.~·"J
Indeed, in 2003. the South African government published the draft
4
Criminalisation of Torture Bill for comment.:' The Bill aims chiefly to: (a) criminalise torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment: and (b) provide for the prosecu{ion in South African courts of
persons accused of torture in South Africa and in certain circumstances,
oUlside its borders
Section 1 of the Bill adopts lhe Convention's definilion of tof[ure, word
for word.~" This is a narrower definition of torture than [hat found in the
Kome Statute (which South Africa has incorporaled into domestic law)'
which includes conduct of an arbitrary nature and which is not limited to
conduct by or at the beheS( of a public official as required by the Conven·
tion. From this, it follows that conduct perpetrated by non-stale aggressors, extremist groups or terrorist organisations would by definilion not
fall under the rubric of torture as defined in the Bill. Consequently, indiscriminate, purposeless and sadistic acts perpetrated without reference to
official authority are excluded from lhe definition in the Bill.

~2

53
~4

55

imaginative remedial or prophylac{ic action on rhe pan or prison Clurhori[ies make a I"er[ilt: breeding ground for tlie increasing incidence of IIiV/AIDS-related deaths in South
African prisons. See, generally. UN Oftict: for [he Co-ordinCltion of Humanitarian Affairs
Integrated Regional Information Networks PlusNews available at hllp:llwww.pllJsnews.
org/webspccials/HIV-irl-prisons/d (accessed on 11 ApnI2005).
See Niyizurugero j Preventing torture in Africa Proceedings of a joint APT-ACHPR
Workshop. Robben Island. South AfricCl. 12-14 rebruary 2UU2 (2U01)
Opening speech at (he joirlt APT-ClIPR Workshop. in Niyizurugero (fn S2 above) 54 55.
Published by the Minister of Jus[ice and Constitutional DevelopmenI [B-03].
The Draft Bill leaves out attempr and conspiracy as s 2S6 of the Criminal Procedure Au
5 [ of 1977 already provides (hat, if the evidence in criminal proceedings does not prove
[hc cornmhsiorl of the offence charged. but proves an a[(empt to commit rhat oftence,
or an a[[empt to commit any orher offence of which arl aCClJsl~d may be convicted on
[he offence d\drged, the accused may be round gUilry of an a[[cm[Jt ro commit [har 01"fence or. as [he case may be. suc/i other offence.
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Section 2(2) of the Bill gives effect to Article 2 of the Convention, which

Article does not exempt from liability a head of state, a government, or a
member of the security service or army who was under an obligation to
carry out a manifestly unlawful order issued by a superior. Section 3 of
the Bill provides for extra-territorial application of the legislation, giving

effect to Article 5 of the Convention and harmonising the Bill's provisions
with those of the Implementation of the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court Act, 2002.

6 PART THREE: THE OPTIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE
CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL,
INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT"
An optional protocol is a subsidiary treaty or a kind of appendix to the
original convention.~7 It is an internationally binding document but, because it is optional. binds only those states that have ratified it. States that
have signed and ratified the original Convention against Torture can
choose to ratify Of accede to the Protocol as well.
The Protocol has been added to the original Convention to help state
parties to implement their existing obligations to prevent torture. It aims
(0 establish a system of regular visits undertaken by independent and national
bodies [0 places where people are deprived of their liberty, in order to prevent
torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatmen[ or punishment.""
It is proactive rather than reactive,
The Protocol establishes a new international entity, the International Vis~
iting Mechanism (hereafter: IVM), which is a sub-comminee of (he Commit~
tee against Torture (CAT), established under the Convention in order to
report on state compliance. The Protocol also obliges each state party to
establish one or more National ViSiting Mechanisms (NVM) to visit places of
detention within the state and to enter inw a co-operative dialogue with the
authorities in order to help rhem ensure rhat torture does not rake place.

6,1 The International Visiting Mechanism (IVM)
The IVM is the international expert body which shall consist of 10 independent members {to be increased to 25 on the fiftieth ratification or
accession (0 (he Protocol)"g with proven multi~disciplinary experience."''"
The members will be elected by state parties' and their composition, as a
whole, must reflect equitable geographic, gender and legal system repreoc
semation.
56 Adopteu by the UN General As;,elllbJy urI Its December 2002 (AiH,ES/57/1 ')9)
57 'Alth()ugh a self.standing trt:aty is sometimes cdUed a ProrocoJ, it is rnore common to
lI<;C rhiH ndrne ror an amending or sub;,idiary (rea[y' (AllS[ A Modern treaty law and practice (2002) 333).
58 An j
59 Art
60 Art
61 An
62 Art
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The PrQ(ocol requires all state parties to give the international entity
unrestricted access to all places of detention, as well as to information
about persons deprived of their liberty, where they are detained, the

conditions under which they are detained, and how they are (rea[ed.~3 The
state concerned must grant [he IVM de [ega lion an opportunity to interview detainees privately (or with a translator), without witnesses' being
presem. The IVM will be free to choose the places it wants to visit and the

persons it wants to interview.

M

States may object to a visit to a particular place of detention 'only on
compelling grounds of national defence, public safety, national disaster or
serious disorder in the place to be visited'. A state may not, however,
invoke the existence of a declared state of emergency to object to a visit. Dc'
The IVM must communicate its observations and recommendations
confidentially to the state party and. if relevant. to the NVM." If requested
by the state party. the IVM must publish its report. together with any
comments by the state concerned. Only iF the state party reFuses to cooperate with the IVM or to act on its recommendations may the IVM
make a public statement without the consent of the state party. But this
step may only be taken after thorough consultation with the Committee
against Torture and the state concerned,'"

6.2 The National Preventative Mechanism (NPM)
The PrOlocol requires each state party to set up and maintain one or more
National Preventative Mechanisms (hereaFter: NPM) to prevent torture and
other Forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment."~ It
does not prescribe any particular form that the NPM must take. Such
mechanisms already exist in various states and include bodies such as
human-rights commissions, ombudsmen, parliamentary commissions, lay
people's schemes, non-governmental organisations (hereafter: NGOs), as
well as other composite entities. Scates must ensure that NPMs are functionally independent,,9 and must provide them wirh the necessary re7c
sources to keep functioning. State parties must ensure, too, that NPMs

61 An 14( I l(a} and (b).
61 An 11(1)(e).
65 An 14(2).
66 Art 16(1).
67 An 16(4).
68 Art 3
69 Art IS(1)
70 An 18(3) On this pOint. the Geneva-based Association tor rhe Prevenrion of Torture
(APT). an inrernarional NGO Wllietl is acrive in running workshops worldwide, explain"
ing che essence of rhe Protocul and ils rnedlanisrns, emphasizes financial autonomy as
a fundamenral prerequisite for funcrional autonomy. APT suggests [hac the so-calbl
'Paris Principles· on the COIl1[xlsilion and Guaran(ees of Independence and Pluralism
could guide slales in selling up NPMs. On financial independence, An 2 says: 'The national insritution shall have an intraslruCture WfllCh is suited to the smoolh COrlduCl of
its activities, in particular, adequale funding. The purpose of this fUrlding should be to
enable it to have irs own staff and prenlises, in order lO be independenl of rhl: GDvernmen! and not [0 be subject (0 financial cancrol wtlidr might affect its irruefJemJence'

[continued on next pagel
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have the requisite professional expertise and must, when establishing
NPMs, strive for gender balance and the represemation of ethnic and
minority groups in the country.!1
Each state party must give its NPM access to all information on the
number of people in detention where they are being held and to all information concerning their treatment and conditions of detention,'/-' In
addition, it must grant the N PM access to all places of detention and must
enable it to conduct interviews, without witnesses, with persons who are
deprived of their liberty, either personally or with a translator" NPMs
may, like the IVM, also choose the places they want to visit and the persons they want to interview and they have the right to contact the JVM,
H
meet with it, and send it informa[Jon. National bodies may also visit
places of detention regularly and make recommendations to the relevant
authorities after such a visit.7~ The state party and NPM must then enter
into a dialogue regarding the possible implementation of the recommen76
dations. State parties are required to publish and distribute the annual
i
reports of their respective NPMs. .
The IVM's expenses arc to be paid by the United Nations, in line with
the UN Resolution that treaty bodies should be funded from the regular
UN Budget." A SpeCial Fund shall be set up to help finance the implementation of recommendations made by the IVM after a visit to a state party./~
The Protocol will enter into force once it has been ratified by 20 states
A ratifying state may make a declaratIOn, postponing Its obligations either
in relation to the IVM or the NPM," but not both. As at 15 April 2005, the
81
Protocol has been ratified by four states and signed by 25.
A striking feature of the Protocol is that it breaks with the panern of
compliance procedures established by earlier human~rights conventions.
The two main preventative means of the Protocol, the national and (he
international preventative visits, seek to commit state parties through cooperation and constructive dialogue. The Convention alone, through its
Committee against Torture, has proven insufficient in overcoming the
hurdle posed by the principle of non-intervention. Developing states, in
particular, have traditionally opposed international human-rights oversight
mechanisms on (he grounds that supervision amounted to unacceptable
intervention in their domestic affairs. During the Apartheid period_ South

71
72
73
71
75

76
77
7F!
79
80
HI
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Africa, for one, notoriously exploited Article 2(7) of the United Nations
82
Charter to suppress internalional action against its racial policies.

7 PART FOUR: THE EUROPEAN COMMITTEE FOR THE
PREVENTION OF TORTURE AND INHUMAN OR DEGRADING
TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT (HEREAFTER: ECPT)A BEST-PRACTICE EXAMPLE
In 1976, Jean-Jaques Gautier,~3 inspired by the work of the International
Committee of the Red Cross, suggested a convention which would enable
independent experts to visit all places of detention with (he aim of recommending to governments ways of preventing torture or other kinds of
ill-treatment. This proposal resulted in the adoption by the Committee of
Ministers of the Council of Europe in 1989 of the European Convention for
the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Pun84
ishment. This Convention established the European Commiuee for the
Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (hereafter: ECPT) To date. the Convention has been ratified hy 45
85
member states of (he Council of Europe.

The ECPT comprises one member per ratlfymg state. Its secretariat
forms part of the Council of Europe's Directorate General for Human
Rights and is based in Strasbourg, France.
The ECPT members are independent and impartial experts elected by
the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe from a list drawn up
by the Consultative Assemhly of the Council of Europe. They serve for
four years and may be re-elected once only.3D The present commiuee
consists of lawyers, medical docrors (psychiatrists and specialists in
forensic medicine). psychotherapists, psychologists. a criminologist. a
municipality heahh commissioner, a police officer, a director for prison
87
and pOlice reform, and a mathema(ician. They meet in camera and draw
up their own rules of procedure.~~

The ECPT visits all types of places of detention. such as police stations,
prisons and juvenile detention centres. military detention facilities, psychiatric hospitals and holding centres for asylum-seekers or for immigration
82 ·Nothmg contained in rtw presem Charwr shall alilhorin; the LJrlJted Nations (0 intervelle in HlatlerS which are essentially within [ile domestic Jurisdinion of allY slalc or
shall require the members to submit such malwrs Lo seUlernerlt under (he present Charter: hut Ihis principle shall nOI prejudice the applicalion of enforcement measures urllkr
Chapter VII.'
83 Swiss bank(~r and founder member {)f Ihe Swiss Commi[(ee againsl Torture, today
called the Associalion for (he Prevention of Tonure (AP·D.
84 Adopted by [he Council of Europe on 26 Novelllber 1987. It enlered into force on I
February 1989.
85 14th General Report on the CP"["s Actn'1ties (covering the period 1 August 2003 to 31 july
20(4) available at h([p:l/www.cpr.coe.irllieniannual/rep-14.hun (accessed on 15 April
2005)

86 An 5.
87 h([p:liwww.cpr.cor:.int/cn/mernbers.htrn (accessed on 21 June 2005).
88 An 6
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detainees (for example, airport holding centresb~). The aim of the visits is
to see how people deprived of their liberty are treated and to recommend
improvements where necessary.
The state to be visited must be notified beforehand but not necessarily
of when precisely the visit will take place. The visitors may decide to
conduct impromptu visits, even at night, to other unlisted detention
centres. Delegations have unlimited access to such places and to go
anywhere inside them without restriction.~o
After the visit, the ECPT draws up a comprehenSive report which is sent
to the state concerned with a list of recommendations and comments.
The state is asked to respond to the ECPT's findings within a time limit
routinely set and to confirm that the recommendations have been jmple~
mented. Although confidentiality and co-operation are at the heart of the
Convention, in practice almost all states now allow the publication of the
repon, some taking longer than others to do so
The frequency of ECPT viSitS has increased very considerably in successive years. Whereas, for example, in 1996 there were 1 I visits lasting a
total of 93 days, from I August 2003 t031 July 2004 there were 22 visits
totalling 169 days. ~I The ECPT's on-site activities now stretch from Iceland
in the north to Portugal in the south and from Ireland in the west to the
whole of the Caucasus.
Malcolm Evans and Rod Morgan, who have published what is clearly
the most detailed and independent analysis of the work of the ECPT over
(he past twelve years,,·2 regard it as a 'resounding success·.~3 In (heir
critique of the work of the ECPT the authors emphasise repeatedly the
importance of reliable NCOs for the effectiveness of the ECPT's work.'H
International NGOs such as Amnesty Internalional and Human Righls
Watch play very meaningful roles alongSide the ECPT, for their work
traverses common ground. Other international member-based NGOs of
value to the ECPT are the Geneva-based Association for the Prevention of
Torture (APT) and the Prison Reform Initlative. Both organisations routinely furnish the ECPT with information and useful contacts when it is
preparing its visits. The APT, in particular, organises conferences across
the world to discuss the work of the ECPT and to acquaint NCOs with its
work. The ECPT also relies a great deal on other NCOs with national
branches, such as the International Association of Christians against
Torture (ACAT) and the French-based Observatoire international des prisons

89 These were first regarded by the Commission as noL being places of de£enlion for the
purposes of An 5 of [he ECI IR lAmulir v France Cumm Rep! 0 January 1995 UU( reversed ill a suhsequent decision, Amrmr v France judgmem of 25 June 1996].
90 An 8
91 J4rh General Rf'{Jorr (fn 85 ahove) 6
92 Evans M and Morgan 1\ Pcnenliny torlrlre. A slrIdy of Ihe Eumpean O,""ntion lor the
Prevention (~f Torture and Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1998) (hereafter: Preventing torlure). Their more recenl book, Comb(Jling lorlllre in Europe: The 5tan~
dards (!f the European Committee/or the Preventiun of Torture, was published in 2001.
93 Preventing turture (fn 92 abovt~) 14 [
94 Ibid 126
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which also publishes an annual review of prison conditions world-wide,"s
Apart from NGOs, in most member countries, the ECPT turns to 'motivated members of parliament or campaigning legal practitioners or aca~
demic researchers to follow up its findings and recommendations',W, The
ECPT typically begins eachperiodic visit with a consultative meeting with
NGOs and such indivIduals.'
In recent years, the ECPT reports have contributed conSiderably towards shaping the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights
when it comes to ascertaining detention conditions and the cumulative
effects of overcrowding. inadequate sanitation facilities, heating. lighting,
sleepin arrangements, food, recreation and contact with the outside
world," In the past, both the Commission and the Court relied not only on
witness evidence but also conducted on-site visits to places of detention in
respect of which complaints were received, Today, the Court attaches a lot
of weIght to the ECPT reports."

p

8 PART FIVE: WHAT WOULD RATIFICATION OF THE
PROTOCOL IMPLY FOR SOUTH AFRICA?
The implications of ratification may appear more challenging than they
are. f-irst, we should not overlook the fact that South Africa has an independent judIciary - a feature of democracy identified as being one that is
likely to make an international mechanism work in a state. Secondly, the
country has a Constitution which protects the dignity of the person, one's
right not to be tortured, the right not to be treated or punished in an
inhumane and degrading manner, and the right to a fair trial.
South Africa also has perhaps two or three existing, state-funded huagencies the work of which could be streamlined
to enable them to function as a NVM. :00 But, before we discuss how to do
this. we must stress that any rationalisation or re-alignment of organis~
ational work needs to go hand-in-hand with efforts aimed at (a) changing
the mind culture within the criminal justice system, and (b) stepping up
criminal procedural reform.
man-rights~monitoring

8,1 Changing the mind culture
A culture cannot be jettisoned at the drop of a hat; all the more so when it
is steeped in the tradition of opaque governance intolerant of public
'inquisitiveness'. Apartheid bred such a culture and lasted long enough to
leave its stamp on the mindset of those who oversaw the implementation
of the penal regime. It produced a brand of official behaviour which easily
deteriorated to the point where it sought to destroy the humanity of a

95 Ibid.
96 Ibid 112
97 Ibld
98 Long (nole 17 above) 14

99 Ibid 35.
100 See below.
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person altogether. Nelson Mandela has described the utterly despicable
detention conditions in his autobiography, l.ong walk to Jreedom. 'O' Yet, he
has chronicled, (QO, how the behaviour of prison guards can gradually
change for (he better through a process of dialogue and learning. It takes
time, but it has virtue for it helps to cultivate a respect for the dignity of
the person.
A well·grounded and sympathetic appreCiation of human rights would

need to be implanted and nurtured within (he minds of people who
administer places where others are detained; more importantly, in the
minds of (hose who are in actual physical contact with people involuntar~
lIy deprived of their liberty. Perhaps an aspect of such an education could
consist in helping and encouraging those in charge of detainees to act in
accordance with the dictates of the Bill of Rights. for this protects not only
oneself against possible recrimination, protects the state as well. By
violating constitutional injunctions, one risks undermining the state of its
full authority to punish the people who deserve punishment.

Some will justifiably argue that changing an attitude of mind takes too
long and that such education should be buffered with judicial prompting
here and there. Dirk van Zyl Smit, for example, contends that (he implementation of core constitutional values may possibly occur only once
prisoners enforce their rights through legal actions, as happened in the
early history of prisons. 0..'

B.2 Need for coherent co-operation in the government's

departmental criminal justice cluster
At present, the government seems determined to transform the criminal
justice system. In March 2005. the Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development. Brigitte Mabandla. announced that her Department 'will
this year lead a comprehensive review of the entire criminal justice system, an initiative of the JCPS announced by the President during his state
of the nation address in May 2004'.'°'
The heavily overcrowded prisons, and the dehumanising consequences
they bring about. will need to be addressed as a matter of urgency. The
minimum-sentence enactments'O~ threaten to increase prison populations
in the long run. These makeshift provisions. hastily inserted into the law
of criminal procedure, have resulted in the curtailment of judicial discretion, with a concomitant increase in prison populations. For example,
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Published in 1991 Sec, for example, his description ot cells
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Pretoria Local Prison at
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See Dissel A cHid Ellis S 'Heforrn and slasi.". TrdnsforrniHion in Sourtl African prisons'
avallaule at Iltlp:/Iwww.csvr.org.za/paper/papadse hlili.
103 Briefing uy Mdbandla B, Mlnisler of JU~lice drld COristitlHional nevelopnJent, to the
ParliamentCHY Portfolio (onlmi[[ee on Justice and Cons[itutional Development. Cape
Town. dVdilable at tll!p:/Iwww.infu.gov zd/specchc<J2005/050128 J 6151 005. htrn (accessed un 21 June 2005)
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before the implementation of the minimum-sentence laws in April 1998,
only I q % of sentenced prisoners were serving a prison term of more than
10 years. By September 2004, that figure had increased to 36 % ."' Ufe
sentences, on the other hand, increased from 638 in 1997 to 5 51 I at 30
September 2004.IO~
In Europe, the ECPT has found, too, that rising incarceration as a result
of 'geuing (Qugh on crime policies' encourages expectations that the
'toughness' will be extended to the provisions of more restrictive regimes.IO"I Indeed, a 1998 national survey showed that a third of South
Africans supported the use force by the police to extract information from
criminal suspects, with a further 25 % being indifferent to the subject. .08
Recent experience teaches that co-operation amongst the key roleplayers in the criminal justice system does work to bring about a desired
result, but that enduring success is possible only if the government puts its
shoulder to the wheel. too. For example, thanks to the concerted efforts of
prosecutors, magistrates, judges, police, prison heads. and (he diversion
programmes of the National Institute for Crime Prevention and the Reintegration of Offenders (NICRO), the number of awaiting-trial prisoners
has dropped from 63 964 in April 2000 to 49 438 in September 2004.'"
Regrettably, though, this positive development is being nullified by the
continued retention of the minimum-sentence legislation which results in
the numerical increase of sentenced prisoners serving long prison
terms. ""

9 IMPLEMENTING A NATIONAL PREVENTATIVE MECHANISM
SYSTEM IN SOUTH AFRICA: CHALLENGES
At present, South Africa has three oversight bodies: the South African
Human Rights Commission (hereafter: SAHRC),I'I the Independent Complaints Directorate (hereafler: ICD),:I~ and the Judicial Inspectorate. 13 The
SAHRC has a broad mandate, which is to promote human-rights awareness and to take steps against the violation of those rights.

105

Fagan j I 'Our bursting pnsons' (paper delivered ar a crirninal justice syslern conference
entitled A New Decade of Criminal Justice in South Africa .. Consoliilaliny TransJormrLlion
hdd at Gordon!> Bi-ly; We!>Lern Ci-lpe. 7-8 February 2005), available at http://www.
cwr.org.zi-l/confpaps/fagan,hllll (accessed 12 April 2005).
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Pigou P 'Monitoring police viol(!nu! in Soulh Africa' (paper presented at the International Semmar on Indicators and Diagnosis on Human Rights: Ttw Case of Torture in
Mexico. April 2002). available at hlLp:/Iwww.csvr.org.za/papcrs/papigOlJl.hlrn (i-lccessed
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Given its limited resources, the SAHRC is unahle to monitor the [reatment of people detained in various facilities. It intervenes in specific situations but, even then, only on a short-term hasis. It usually refers
complaints it receives against the police or the prison authorities to the
ICD and Judicial Inspectorate, respectively, but does not follow up to see
what comes of them. It has. therefore. since its inception in 1996, been
unable to provide a comprehensive overview of findings and trends,
11 1
systemic abuse, highlighting areas of concern and of improvemenrs. •
The lCD, on the other hand, is the central official monitoring and investigative body of police ahuses. It may investigate police misconduct on its
own motion or when it receives a complaint. Thereafter, it may recommend disciplinary steps or prosecutorial action. But the police are not
compelled to Institute disciplinary steps; nor do the Internal Investigation
Units of the various provinces provide the ICD with statistics on the outcomes of their own investigations - a remarkable drawback for the work
of an oversight hody"".

A practical flaw in the work of the ICD is that the police are obliged to
report to it only cases of deaths in custody. In turn, the ICD distinguishes
between deaths in custody (limited to (hose occurring within police cells)
and deaths resulting from police conduct (acts or omissions) - an unhelpful distinction indeed, which does not leave us any the wiser. By its own
admission, the ICD considers this a deficiency which affects its ability 'to
keep proper statistics and easily analyse trends and practices' .11" In practice, too, the ICD has clung to the narrow definition of torture, according
to which certain interrogation methods, such as electric shocks, suffocation, and suspension, determine whether or not conduct amounts to
11/
torture
The Judicial Inspectorate, an independent office controlled by an 1nspectingJudge, was established in 1998 in order that the judge may report
on the treatment of prisoners in prisons and on prison conditions. '11i In
accordance with the law, the inspectorate has appointed a number of
Independent Prison Visitors (IPVs) in each of the provinces. They are
appointed from the ranks of people who are nominated by the public and
community organisations. After a three-day induction course on (he law
governing prisons and prisoners' rights, they are appointed for two years,
with a moderate hourly remuneration. Depending on the size of the
prison, they work between 14 and 67 hours per month.
IPVs are required to conduct regular visits to prisons, interview prisoners privately and take up complaints with the prison authorities. During

I 14 Pigou (fn 108 above)
15 Ibid
116 McKenzie K 'Control nwcharustns ro prevent torture' ill Niyizurugt!ro (fn 52 above) 109
dt J I J Sec also Geldenhuys T and I1rink A 'Estilhlisllmp.nt at" regulations for the Irf-:atmcnr 01 persons deprived of ,heIr liberty from a policing perspective' in Niyizurugero
(fn :)2 above) 89·-90.
[17 Masuku T 'Numbers tfla[ (ount: NarlOnal monilOrirrg of pOlice (ondue[' (2004) 8 Crime
Quarterly available al htl p.llwww.iss.co.zil/pubs/CrirneQ/No.8/Masuku.htm
I 18 S 8S( J) of rile CorreC[ional Services An [ I [ of [998.
J
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2003/2004, the 233 IPVs collectively recorded 491 599 interviews with
prisoners and received 155 721 complaints from them. " -· An imponant
Feature of their work, and one which accords wilh the spirit of the Protocol, is lhal the IPVs are required to discuss complaints with the head of
the prison or the appropriate oFficial with a view (Q resolving issues inler~
nally. Another very useful aspect of their role is that they report to the

Judicial Inspectorate on the nature and number of the cases they receive.
This provides the basis for studying trends of human-rights abuses that
might exist at particular prisons and helps to identify problem areas. ,"
Most of the complaints are resolved between the head of a prison and
the IPY to the satisFaction of the prisoners. Unresolved problems are taken
to the Visitors' Comm ittee meetings, which are attended by I PVs and
Regional Co-ordinators, the latter being responsible for implementing the
visiting scheme and also for conducting on-gOing IT training for IPVs.
Whatever problems are not resolved at the meetings are referred to the
Judicial Inspectorate's Legal Services Unit.
In practice, it seems (hat prisoners' complaints are related to endemic
and systemic living conditions that the Judicial Inspectorate as a whole, let
alone the IPVs, cannot solve. The 'awful conditions which many prisoners
have to endure,::l persist, and heads of prison have declared under oath
lhat overcrowding 'constitutes a material and imminent lhreat to the
human dignity, physical health or safety' of the accused'"

9,1 Concluding remarks on South Africa's present oversight
bodies
All three oversight bodies described above are essentially complaintsdriven. Their drawback is that they do not communicate with each other
on their findings of ill-Ireatment of people in detention. The fae! that they
rely on matters' bemg brought to their attention, coupled with the fact
that the ICD and the Judicial Inspectorate address primarily the needs of
persons for whose benefit they were established, means that other persons who are involuntarily deprived of their liberty, such as detained
immigrants, people in psychiatric institutions, juveniles in reformatories
or children's homes, and soldiers in military detention facilities. are not
catered for at all. For example, there is no provision for judges or magistrates to visit mental institutions. u, The need to do so for independent
preventative intervention in cases where people are detained as a result of
administrative action is, therefore, critical.

I 19 Judicial Inspec[Orate of Prisons Ann/wi report (I April 2003 to 31 Mctrdl 2004) I I.
120 Ibid 12 11.
121 Ibid 25
122 Ibid 23.
123 For a crJri411c of the need tor monitoring the trC<:IInleru of (he rnemally ill. see Hctysolll
N. StrollS M and Vogdman I. 'The mad Mrs Rochester revi~lled: The involuntary eOTlfinernen[ of the men[aJly iJi in South !\triea' (1990) 6 South African journal uf Human
Rights 341 aL '):>1.
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If South Africa ratifies the Protocol. it would be obliged to ensure that an
N PM also visits those categories of persons not catered for under present
arrangements. How such a body should be constituted and who should be
elected or appointed to it, is a question requiring a comprehensive discus~
sion. The Judicial Inspectorate could provide useful insights in discussions
around the question of which actual visiting approach one takes. Although
it is only six years old, it has already established a far-flung physical
presence throughout the country. It has developed a manner of interaction with detention centres which is not abrasive or confrontational but
focussed on co~operation and getting resul(s. for example, it has chosen,
strategically, to limit its work to dealing with prisoners' complaints and
not with corrupt prison practices as well - as the law requires - perhaps
out of fear of stretching its resources too widely and too thinly and at the
expense of compromising its goo~ relations with prison officials it needs
in order to carry Oul its function. I.'~ Its expertise and experience would be
helpful in conceptualising such a mechanism. Yet, however such a
mechanism may be established or composed, it will have to have strong
links with reliable NGOs working in various areas in respecl of which it
will carry out its work.
The Open Society Foundation for South Africa and Open Society Justice
Initiative have recently started a project called Strengthening Police Oversight. Run much along the lines of the IVM and the general philosophy of
(he ECPT, the idea here is to establish a Proactive Monitoring Group
Within the ICD which focuses on proactive problem-solving approaches to
ii
police misconducl. '"> The initiative is founded on the notion that the
·accountability agenda is nor necessarily the issue of what is LO be done,
bUL how work in this seCLOr is undertaken,.'?Q At a practical level, the
thinking is [hat ·a relationship of constant conflict can harden posj(ions'
and 'disLance the police from the overseers making input and acceptance
of recommendations for improvement all the more difficult,.127

10 THE ROLE OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS
(NGOs)
Throughout the 1980s, a wide range of NGOs campaigned actively against
torture and degrading treatment or punishment and for lhe release of
political leaders from detention and prison. The publicity they generated
might not have succeeded in improving the prison conditions of political
detainees but it certainly helped to prevent indiscriminate, rampant abuse
at the hand of the authorities. The main thrust of the NGOs' support
diSSipated with the release of Nelson Mandela in 1992. Today, only a few,
isolated citizen~based organisations are working to prevent iIl~(featment of
! 21 n Disscl (Inri Ellis (fn j 02 dU()V{~) 17
125 Sec, generally. Tai( S 'Strengthening police overSight in Soulh Africil: UJ-lporllHli[ies for
state-civil society partClt';rships' paper delivered ill a criminal jusl irc conference, (fn 105
ab(Jve).
126 Ihid
127 Ihid
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persons held in police or other forms of custody. But they purposely work
very low-key to secure the co-operation of the authorities. Also, (0 maximise their effect, they confine themselves [Q panicular geographic localities. This strategy of confidemiaJiry is understandable given the shortterm, region-specific goal, and is in line with the confidentiality espoused
by the Protocol. However, in the main, and in the long run, in order to be
taken seriously, NGOs thrive on publicity. Indeed, for most NGOs, most of
the time, 'publicity is the oxygen of their operations' .I'~
Mobilising civic awareness on this issue is difficult. It does not resonate

well in communities that feel victimised and 'betrayed' by the criminal
justice system. The cause of marginalised minoricies is not a popular one.
For instance, nobody talks about the fact that, as recently as 31 December
2002, there were still 207 prisoners whose death sentences had yet to be
converted,l2~ seven years after capital punishment was found to be unconstitutional! A small. but maybe realistic, way would be for fledgling groups
to share information, build reliable and verifiable databases and join each
other or become federated to a national body. As a concrete start, existing
state organs with a strong civilian component, such as the ICD and the
Judicial Inspectorate, could begin sharing experiences and information
with each other.

11 CONCLUSION
The Protocol, which de-emphaSises a confrontational international overSight role in favour of a more preventative, confidential, and collaborative
approach to ill-treatment, is designed to overcome the suspicions of
countries wary of international intervention. South Africa's ratification of
the Protocol would entail that to be on a firm footing, a legal basis, such
as an Act of Parliament, be passed to ensure (hac the NVM is functionally
independent and composed of multi-disciplinary experts who are able to
visit all places of detention and (heir facilities without restriction. The
enabling law needs to stipulate the procedure for the appointment of the
national experts and the transparent consultative process (0 be followed
before their appointment. The National Visiting Body should have a stipulated source of funding and would need to be able to appoint and pay its
own staff.
Credibility is an important factor in this exercise. Even without having
to ratify the Protocol, South Africa has the basic legal framework and the
resources which, if properly put into effect, could achieve a great deal of
what the Protocol seeks to accomplish. Admittedly, existing oversight
bodies do not fulfil the preventative role as envisaged by the Protocol. But
they provide useful starting points. Ratification is a matter of political will.
South Africa is not under the same kind of pressure as that to which the
new democracies in Eastern Europe were exposed within the framework
of the Council of Europe, to sign or ratify the European Convention for the
128 Evans and Morgan (t"n 92 above) 360
129 JlIflicidl Inspectorate of Prisons Annual report 2002/200J 29.
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Prevention of Torture. Despite a lingering, deep-seated absence of openness by policing and penal authorities. rhese new democracies have
opened themselves up to the ECPT. It IS a matter of self-interest. South
At'rica's ratification, however, would serve to encourage orher African
states that have until now been willing but hesirant to ratify.I):1 Indeed,
some African countries have shown themselves willing to co~operate with
fact-finding missions in the past. For example, Mali has implemented
recommendations made by the Special Rapporteur on Prison Conditions
in Africa. n, More [han this, it would add a lot more credibility to South
Africa's oft-declared commitment to human-rights. But, most importantly,
it would give actual currency to the constitutional principle that the dignity
of the person is inviolable
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